


Every country experiences states of emergency, whether

from natural disasters or armed conflicts. Every few

months we hear about a new super storm that left mass

devastation in its wake or an earthquake that has ripped

villages apart. At such times, the ability of the population

to take the right action to protect themselves is crucial in

determining the impact on lives and property. With

adequate preparation and sufficient time to respond, the

number of victims and the extent of the damages can be

significantly reduced.

Many countries around the world have established

detection systems which can identify in real time the

location, speed and magnitude of a broad range of

disasters, in order to protect their citizens and warn them

against earthquakes, powerful storms, and other

potentially dangerous events. However, the efficacy of

such systems depends on the ability of the population to

respond quickly and adequately to thwart the danger. To

achieve this goal the alert must be delivered on time, to

the specific geo-location, and clarify what are the

appropriate steps to take.

Mer Group is now offering a unique solution that provides an innovative and effective answer for delivering

voice message directly to those who may be affected by the disaster. VivAlert uses the highly dependable

and backed up digital terrestrial network to deliver precise audio and text alerts direct to the home and

public facilities, including the nature of the danger and safety instructions.

VivAlert is a compact, cutting-edge device that is extremely easy to install and use, playing voice alerts in

case of imminent danger. The alerts are fully customized, including geo-location, multi-lingual support

and different messaging according to the situation.
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VivAlert is a uniquely robust and reliable solution that uses the completely resistant digital terrestrial TV

(DTT) broadcasting channel. It provides round the clock geo-localized emergency voice alerts to ensure

people’s safety.

VivAlert is a CAP (Common Alerting Protocol) compliant solution based on a dedicated DTT receiver

which features three main elements:

Central Processing Server – a software-based solution located at the headquarters which can decode

CAP files arriving from the alerting authority and sends encoded signals to receivers.

Management App – a comprehensive toolbox for end-to-end management of alerts and alert setting that

is easy to learn and use. The management app can also transmit firmware and other files direct to the

alert receivers.

Alert Receiver – a compact, mobile stand-alone unit, featuring an interactive UI and LCD, which

decodes, authenticates and plays voice alerts in times of emergencies. The unit can run on standard AA

batteries as backup in cases of power failure. The receiver may also be used to deliver other DTT

signals, and serve as a domestic entertainment device.

Alert receivers are fully customized for the needs of users, and display only alerts that affect their areas,

in their own language and with full support for the hearing or sight impaired. Public facilities with their own

public address systems, such as schools, universities, shopping malls, hospitals and others can use

similar units to broadcast accurate and detailed alerts.

The advantages of utilizing the digital terrestrial TV network include short alert delivery time, and an

electro-magnetic signal that works without interruption even when power supply, mobile

communications or the internet fail. VivAlert also uses IP connectivity for backup to make sure the alert

always reaches its destination.
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VivAlert saves lives and minimizes damages by ensuring that more people get alerts on time when

a natural or manmade disaster strikes. The innovative use of digital broadcasting to deliver

personalized messages to personal devices guarantees a robust delivery system and effective

response by the population.

The system’s advantages include:

• Direct to the home – enables coverage of remote areas and complete personalization without

relying on sensitive infrastructure such as cable, mobile networks, etc.

• Precise – can deliver different alerts for different emergencies, complete with instructions for

defending against the imminent disaster

• Fast – extremely short alert delivery time ensures timely response which can be crucial in

earthquakes, landslides, and more.

• Personalized and customized – geo-location, language support, and a range of other

options ensuring that every person can receive and understand the alert.

• Scalable – amount of receivers is unlimited and does not affect signal quality, allowing easy

expansion of the system to serve the whole population

Thanks to VivAlert governments and emergency management agencies can make sure that

citizens are well informed about upcoming disasters. Modern technology cannot prevent disaster,

but cutting-edge solutions such as VivAlert can make sure that everyone is well-prepared when

the danger strikes.

Established in 1948, the MER Group maintains a diversified portfolio of over a dozen subsidiaries

focusing on three main sectors – telecom, security and cleantech – while investing in other areas

including satellite communications, biotechnology and materials science. Publicly traded (TASE:

CMER) since 1992, MER Group has a substantial global footprint with approximately 40 offices

around the world employing close to 1400 people. For more information visit www.mer-group.com
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